Formulas for inverse osculatory interpolation are obtained by inversion of H ermite's formula . They cover the cases for n = 2 (1)7, where n is the number of poin ts required in direct osculatory interpolation. The formulas provide an improved means for inverse interpolation in the case where t he first de ri\'ative is either tabulated alongsid e t he function or is easily obtained.
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Formulas for inverse osculatory interpolation are obtained by inversion of H ermite's formula . They cover the cases for n = 2 (1) 7, where n is the number of poin ts required in direct osculatory interpolation. The formulas provide an improved means for inverse interpolation in the case where t he first de ri\'ative is either tabulated alongsid e t he function or is easily obtained.
The author has previously given inverse interpolation formulas [1 , 2] 2 for finding x= xo + ph from lex) , in terms of l i=l (Xi) , where the xi=xo+ih are equally spaced at intervals of h. Those formulas were obtained by the inversion of Lagrange's interpolation formula. As the Hermite oscula tory interpolation formula [3 , 4, 5] in terms of the function and its first derivative a t preassigned poin ts Xi is more accurate than the Lagrangian formula, in verse interpolation formulas obtained from the inversion of H ermite's formula would b e expected to b e more efficient than the corresponding formulas obtained from Lagrange's formula.
Ther e are many tables where the first derivative i either tabulated alongside the function (e. g ., B essel functions of the fiTst or second kind, which give Jl(X)=-J~(x) [6, 7] or Yl(X) =-Y~(x) [8] , respectively, or probability functions [9] ), or wher e the derivative is very easy to obtain (e. g. , tables of the more elemen tary functions and their in tegrals, s uch as tables of sine, cosine, or exponential integrals [10, ll] ). In all such tables, and in many others , the user will find the inverse interpolation formulas given below to be particularly convenient, especially when the tabular interval h is too large for sufficiently accurate inverse interpolation, using the formulas in terms of the functional valu es alone.
These present formulas give p in terms of j (xo+ ph) =!, l(Xi)=!i, and !'(Xt)= j[ for xt=xo+ih at equally spaced intervals h, wher e the i ranges from
where n is the number of poin ts r equired in direct oscula tory in terpolation.
Although the direct interpolation formula for n = 6 and n = 7 i of the llth-and 13th-degree accuracy, resp ectively, th e inversion formula for p that is given below does not go beyond th e lOth-degree terms (and in mos t practical problems it is very rarely tha t one will go that far ; in fae t, th e first few terms will usually suffice). Thus we do not use the coefficient of pll in th e 6-poin t Hermite formula nor the coefficients of pll , pl 2, and pl 3 in the 7 -poin t H ermite formula. For every n, we define r = (f-fo)/hf~, and correspondin g to n = 2(1)7, quantities s, t, u , v, w, X, 1/, z, and z are defined as follows: hj~, w = ( -1~8 {52f-l + 81fo-108fl -25j2}-3~ {5f~1+ 36f~+ 27f;+2f~D/hf~, 
For every n, the formula for p is the following: 
